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bstract

A Monte Carlo percolation model has been developed and utilized to characterize the factors controlling triple phase boundary (TPB) formation
n an SOFC electrode. The model accounts for (1) electronic conductor, ionic conductor, and gas phase percolation, (2) competition between
ercolation of gas and electronically conducting phases, and (3) determination of continuous, though not necessarily fully percolating, paths from
PBs to the bulk phases. The model results show that physical processes near the TPB, such as sorbate transport, significantly affect TPB formation

n a composite electrode. Active TPB formation is found to be most significantly dependent upon continuous and competing percolation of multiple
hases. Simultaneously requiring continuous paths and accounting for non-continuous boundary conditions results in lower active TPB formation
evels (up to 8% of possible sites) than presented in the literature (75% of possible sites). In addition, the varying ratio of active to potential TPB

ites predicted by the current model (up to 80%) differs significantly from the constant reported in the literature (80%), which lacks analyses of
hree-phase percolation, gas phase paths, and gas/current collector boundary conditions. This dependence of active TPB formation on percolation
f all three phases is important to understand as a basis for determining SOFC performance and optimization.

2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Fuel cells for portable and stationary power generation have
arnered significant interest in recent years largely due to their
otential for particularly high energy conversion efficiency and
ow emissions characteristics. The high efficiency hinges upon
elatively controllable and often predictable redox reactions,
hich occur at the triple phase boundaries (TPBs) within the

ell. These TPBs are characterized by the adjacency and elec-
rochemical interaction of electron conducting, ion conducting,
aseous, and (if necessary) separate catalyst phases in each of
he electrode–electrolyte interfaces. Thus, in order to achieve

ppreciable functionality, power density, and high conversion
fficiency, one must be able to construct cells with a microstruc-
ure that imparts a high volumetric density of these TPBs, ideally

∗ Corresponding author at: National Fuel Cell Research Center, University of
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ngineering the placement of elements of each phase with high
ccuracy. In addition, percolation of the ionic and electronic
hases to the bulk electron and ion conductors at either end of
he interface is required to make a TPB electrochemically active.

However, during the operation of a fuel cell, these TPBs at
he electrode–electrolyte interface do not all equivalently con-
ribute to the conduction of these species. Long conduction paths
nd poor interconnectivity between the electrode and the current
ollector can lead to TPBs which, though active, are not signif-
cant contributors to the overall current developed. In addition,
ome sites may be limited by morphology or electrocatalytic
nadequacies that contribute to activation losses. Therefore, the
onductivities of the various phases in the electrode structure
re important in determining electrode performance, especially
or phases with low conductivities (typical of ionic conductors).
hese key conductivity issues, however, fundamentally depend
pon the formation of the TPB and the percolation of the respec-

ive phases since these conducting physics require a physical
ocation for the electrochemical reactions to occur. Thus, this
ork focuses on characterization of the probabilistic physics
f the formation of active TPB sites within the electrode. The

mailto:jb@nfcrc.uci.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2007.11.082
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xtension to electrochemical performance and exploration of
he interplay between these two key features of electrode per-
ormance can then be built upon the knowledge of this work in
future investigation.

Understanding how to achieve high TPB density with good
nterconnectivity to bulk phases is not a simple matter, and is
ependent upon many parameters of the design, materials, and
anufacturing methods of the fuel cell. In the case of a solid

xide fuel cell (SOFC), the ionic and electronic phases are of
olid-state design, and operational temperatures are typically
igh enough to eliminate the need for a separate electrocata-
yst phase. The manufacturing methods most applicable to this
uel cell include ceramic materials synthesis, particle manufac-
uring and sizing, mixing of particles of various phases, ball

illing, calcining, and sintering, intermixed with processes such
s screen printing, tape casting or calendaring, magnetron sput-
ering, flame and plasma spraying, and aerosol-assisted vapor
eposition [1–8]. Although the methods vary widely, the produc-
ion of electrode–electrolyte interfaces for all of these methods
hare a degree of randomness, whether it is due to mixing of
onstituent particles, processing materials to form powders of
on-uniform particle size, or simply depositing material without
patial control.

Investigators have attempted to identify those processes
f manufacturing that have a significant impact on cell
erformance. Studies of strontium-doped lanthanum mangan-
te (LSM)/yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) cathode–electrolyte
nterfaces have identified multiple pertinent aspects. Of primary
mportance are the particle size distribution [9–11] (of which

larger variation in size is preferable [10,11]), thickness of
he electrode [9,12], and the temperature at which calcining
nd sintering steps are carried out [9,12]. Processing tempera-
ures have also been identified as pertinent to the strontium- and
ron-doped lanthanum cobaltite (LSCF)/gadolinia-doped ceria
CGO) interface performance [13]. Interestingly, the effects of
ach of these parameters can be altered through changes in the
ther parameters; for instance, altering the calcining tempera-
ure can result in differing optimal particle size distributions, as
evealed by a comparison of [9,10]. Therefore, complex inter-
roperty and interface manufacturing parameter correlations can
e expected when investigating fuel cell performance. In addi-
ion, the inclusion of mixed electronic–ionic conductors (MEIC)
n the structure of an electrode has been shown to potentially
mprove cell performance, indicating a dependence on the intrin-
ic material properties themselves [13]. Furthermore, a recent
isualization study of a Ni–YSZ anode demonstrated a clear
ependence of TPB length on the degree of intermixing of
he various materials in the anode structure [14]. It was eas-
ly observed that such parameters as tortuosity, adhesion, and
egree of interconnection, all of which are difficult to control and
haracterize in an experimental system, are important features
n the formation of active TPBs.

Thus, the premise that the microstructure of the cell, which

s itself intimately related to the manufacturing process, criti-
ally affects the performance of the cell has been developed and
hown in the literature. However, since all current manufacturing
rocesses are stochastic in nature, an effective theoretical under-
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tanding of the relationships and the extents of their impacts
ompliments any empirical investigations. Thus, researchers
ave looked to modeling electrode–electrolyte interfaces in
rder to understand these relationships. Through the use of
onte Carlo methods and a variety of model formulations, cer-

ain relationships from the empirical investigations have been
xpanded upon and new relationships discovered. Particle size
nd electrode thickness have been confirmed through theory to
e of particular importance [15–19], as has the relative amount
f electronic and ionic conducting particles in the electrode
15–17,19,20]. Through these investigations, however, it has
een noted that the optimal volume fractions of phases also
epends on the conductivities, reinforcing the inter-property
ependence of performance observed in the empirical inves-
igations.

In general, there has also been a demonstrated correlation
etween the optimal volume fraction of either conductor and
ts percolation limit, thereby accentuating the applicability of
ercolation theory to studying the random nature of the fuel
ell microstructure [15–17]. Novel observations that are more
asily observable through models include the location of min-
mum overpotential in the interface, which tends to be present
owards the center of the interface thickness with a preference
or the electrolyte side [15], a dependence of optimal electrode
omposition on the ratio of electronic and ionic conductivi-
ies [16], improvement in performance with grading of various
nterface parameters such as particle diameter and conductivity
17,19], and the result that a given TPB length can be approxi-
ated as three times the radius of a particle [20]. These results

emonstrate the advantage of modeling the system, as more
omplex interactions and more detailed phenomena are observ-
ble through modeling than with experimentation, providing
uch-needed insight into the pertinent physics and potential

erformance improvements.
In spite of the successes of previous models to discover new

nsights regarding the performance of fuel cells as dictated by
nterfacial microstructure and properties, there are still certain
onsiderations that are not yet fully characterized or understood.
ne of the major gaps in understanding thus far is the effect
f macropores and the structure of the gaseous delivery and
emoval pathways on performance. In the construction of an
OFC, pore formers melt out of the structure during heat treat-
ent steps, leaving large pores, but the structure and dispersion

f these is not mentioned in the available models. In addition,
ost of the previous Monte Carlo formulations require the full

ercolation of electronic and ionic phases across the electrode,
ven though this is not a necessary condition for the formation
f active TPB sites. There is also a distinct lack of information
egarding the effect of current collector geometry on cell per-
ormance and TPB formation in the available modeling work.
inally, many previous models ignore the gas phase or do not
ddress the specific requirement of percolating the gas, ionic and
lectronic phases from each TPB to the bulk gas, ion, and elec-

ron phases in order to make it functional. The current model and
nvestigation address these limitations and provide insight into
hese aspects of the problem for the specific case of an SOFC
omposite electrode microstructure. The treatment of the per-
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olation of the gas phase and the activity of this phase (through
rocesses such as sorbate transport) are assumed at the model’s
nception to be of critical importance to the formation of TPBs;
heir effects are then verified through various means of data anal-
sis. This particular feature presents a novel understanding of
he microstructure requirements for TPB formation in composite
lectrodes, and provides an improvement to the knowledge pre-
iously developed. Although the effect of this gas phase is most
irectly linked to the formation of TPBs, as mentioned above,
he conductivity of any given electrode is fundamentally depen-
ent on the TPB formation characteristics. The significance of
ercolation physics related to the gas phase as reported in this
ork can be subsequently used to determine effects on overall

lectrode performance.

. Model description

The current model uses a Monte Carlo simulation method for
nvestigation of the fuel cell interface, developed in MATLAB.
he Monte Carlo method depends upon analysis of a statistically
ignificant number of randomly generated interfaces to estimate
he performance as a function of the interfacial design parame-
ers. The two major portions of the model are comprised of (1) the
ormation of a randomized composite electrode structure and (2)
he analysis of the randomized structure, which itself consists of
wo types of analysis: (1) morphological analysis and (2) elec-
rochemical performance analysis, though this analysis is not
resented in the current investigation. The software was devel-
ped to create and analyze two-dimensional representations of
he fuel cell microstructure with certain features defined by user
nput. These user-defined values included the relative volume
ractions of the included phases of materials including gas phase
nd all conducting phases, the current collector and gas delivery
oundary structure, the particle size and shape distribution for
ach of the materials included, and the conductivity of any con-
ucting phases. For most cases, the particles were assumed to be
onodispersed in size and shape and user inputs could therefore

lways be met exactly by randomized structures. However, for
he cases of non-uniform particle size and shape, every combina-
ion of particle volume fractions and size and shape distributions
as not guaranteed to enable a multitude of random realizations

n the interface structure. Thus, the model allows for discrep-
ncies between the user inputs and the realizations, accounting
or and reporting errors between inputs and simulated parame-
ers. In empirical investigations and commercial production of
uel cells, control of the relative amounts of each material is
ore easily achieved than control of particle sizes, which is

ften realized as a distribution of sizes about the target size.
hus, the model was coded to exactly preserve the user’s input
olume fractions, but not the size and shape distributions. A
ample of a randomized monodispersed interface structure that
s characteristic of those utilized in the majority of this study is
hown in Fig. 1, with boundary conditions attached. It should

e noted from Fig. 1 that the inclusion of gas phase elements in
he electrode–electrolyte interface microstructure allows for the
xistence of large-sized pores, which can significantly alter the
orphology and performance of the interface.

a
e
c
a

ig. 1. Sample randomized monodispersed interface structure; blue denotes gas,
range denotes electron conducting phase, and green denotes ion conducting
hase.

.1. Morphological microstructure analysis

Although a TPB is defined locally as the point where all
hree phases necessary to support electrochemical reaction are
resent, on the larger scale of the entire electrode structure, there
re additional requirements for the formation of an active TPB.
n order to guarantee the continuous availability of electrons and
ons at the TPB, there must be a path present from their source (or
ink) to the TPB. Thus, electronically and ionically conducting
hases must percolate through the randomized electrode struc-
ure to the point of the TPB. This percolating path must also
ave an origin with at least one particle of the appropriate type
n the boundaries of the electrode, which becomes critical when
onsidering varying current collector geometries. In addition,
t is not assumed in this model that the gas phase is readily
vailable throughout the entirety of the electrode. Instead, it too
ust percolate between the current collector boundary and the
PB in order to ensure the presence of the gaseous species,
ccount for macropores, and avoid concentration polarizations.
hus, the formation of an active TPB in the current model is
overned by the successful percolation of these three phases
f materials to a common point in the randomized electrode
tructure. In this investigation, percolation has been assumed to
ccur not only through particle edges as in the classical case
ut also through particle corners. This functionality has been
ncluded as a means to approximate the necking and interconnec-
ivity between like particles that occurs during high temperature

anufacturing steps of the cell.
Thus, the model was developed to count two classes of TPB.

he first is termed a “potential” TPB, which simply satisfies
he criterion of adjacency of necessary phases. Given the rela-
ively simple nature of this calculation, it was possible to identify
hese TPBs immediately after the structure of the electrode was
andomly generated by the model. The software was coded to
ecognize TPBs within the bulk of the electrode matrix as well

s on the edges with the boundary conditions and the lateral
dges in specialized cases. In this investigation, TPBs were only
ounted at corners of particles, which is the two-dimensional
nalog of the three-dimensional TPB length. For the cases when
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PBs could be formed by only two particles, e.g., when an MEIC
article contacts a gas particle, TPBs were still counted only at
he corners.

After identification of the potential TPBs, the model then
earched the electrode to identify percolating paths for each of
he three phases. Whenever MEIC particles were included in the
tructure of the interface, they were treated as having the pos-
ibility to be a part of both the electronic and ionic conducting
aths. In order to facilitate coding of the software, paths were
enoted in matrices with a similar structure to the original ran-
omized electrode matrix, thereby allowing the same algorithm
o be executed for locating potential and active TPBs, with the
nput matrices determining the type of analysis. Therefore, active
PBs were located within the electrode structure by comparing
djacent cells in the path matrices, as if the path matrices were
verlaid to reveal only the percolating portion of the structure.
s with the potential TPBs, active TPBs were located within

he bulk and along the boundaries of the electrode–electrolyte
nterface.

Overall, two versions of the morphological analysis were
eveloped. The model as described above represented the first,
imple version of the code. An additional version was created to
ccount for the effect of sorbate transport. Sorbate transport is
well-documented phenomenon [21] whereby various phases

f the gases involved in the electrochemical reaction can adsorb
r absorb onto or into the solid phases and move by various
rocesses to participate in electrochemical reactions at a nearby
PB. Examples of the sorbate transport processes are shown

n Fig. 2. The overall effect of these mechanisms is to extend
he TPB in the three-dimensional case from an active TPB line
ength to an effective TPB area. In order to provide a simple

eans of accounting for this phenomenon, the modified version

f the software allowed a TPB to be formed (in both the potential
nd the real case) when a gas particle was one cell removed from
he interface between the electronic and ionic phases. Thus, this
econd version of the model checked every particle corner loca-

p
p
p
k

Fig. 2. Reaction mechanisms involved in sorbate tran
ica Acta 53 (2008) 3597–3609

ion in the electrode structure twice in order to determine the
otal number of TPBs.

The final morphological feature analyzed was the depth of
he TPB within the composite electrode. For this investigation,
he matrices that denoted the locations of TPBs were analyzed
o that the distance between the current collector (or bulk ionic
hase) and the TPB could be tracked. The analysis stored the
ayer number of each TPB, with the convention that layer 1
orresponds to the interface between the current collector and the
lectrode, with layer number increasing with every horizontal
rid line in the direction of the electrolyte. Thus, for a 10 × 10
article electrode, the layer numbers ranged from 1 to 11.

.2. Model execution

Given the randomized nature of the structure that the model
imulates, a Monte Carlo solution method was chosen for this
nvestigation. In order to obtain statistical significance, 10,000
andom interface instances were analyzed for every set of user-
efined inputs. Thus, for each of these 10,000 iterations, a
andomized electrode structure was formed, TPBs and paths
ere located, conductivity was calculated, and TPB depth was

racked. The selection of 10,000 iterations is discussed below.
or the investigations shown here, 10 × 10 matrices were uti-

ized for every realization of the matrix, the selection of which
s also discussed below. Unless otherwise noted, the model was
un assuming a 30% porosity in the electrode, with electronic
nd ionic conductor volume fractions composing the remaining
0%, either individually or summed together. Finally, various
urrent collector boundary conditions were investigated as indi-
ated in Fig. 3. The convention for the naming of the boundary
tructures indicates the relative number of gas and electronic

articles lying over the randomized interface (the central 10
articles) followed by descriptive symbols of the order of the
article types, and in some cases, the location (middle or side) of
ey particles. Note that although the model was developed with

sport at an SOFC cathode (after Adler, 2004).
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ig. 3. Non-uniform current collector (interconnect) and gas delivery boundary
onditions considered.

he capability to analyze particle size and shape, these aspects are
ot included in this paper for brevity. A discussion of the impacts
f particle size will be presented in a future investigation.

Additional analysis of averages and standard deviations were
erformed in Excel, while statistical analysis involving ANOVA
nd significance tests was performed in Stat-Ease’s Design
xpert Software [24], using general factorial analysis types. In
ddition, for all statistical tests, any transformation employed
as chosen to best satisfy the Box Cox test [24] for all factors

imultaneously, utilizing the software’s suggestions as guide-
ines.

. Results

.1. Sensitivity analyses

.1.1. Domain size
As mentioned previously, the simulations carried out for this

nvestigation were based on 100-cell square matrices of particles.
he determination of this domain size was not arbitrary; rather,

t was a result of a preliminary investigation into the percolation
spects of the problem. Prior to acquiring the majority of the
ata for either TPB counts or conductivity of the composite
lectrodes, a sample set of TPB counts was collected for both
100-cell square matrix and a 400-cell square matrix. Note

hat for proper execution, the algorithm required a number of
articles which is a square multiple of 10; thus, 400 cells was

he smallest matrix larger than 100 cells which was appropriate
or the investigation. Averages of the real TPB count for a 30%
orous electrode, with the idealized 1:1 boundary condition,
hown in Fig. 4, were compared for the two domain sizes over a

o
m
a

Fig. 4. Idealized uniform current collector and ga
ica Acta 53 (2008) 3597–3609 3601

ange of electronic conductor volume fractions from 0 to 70%.
he 1:1 condition was chosen as it is the least limiting of those

nvestigated, and it was desired that the results for this portion
f the investigation be dependent only upon the volume fraction
nd domain size parametric variations. By ANOVA, it was found
hat the electronic volume fraction for the 100-cell domain was a
ignificant contributor to the active TPB count, whereas domain
ize was not, with a p-value of 0.9201. This is shown in Table 1,
here it can be seen that the statistics for the 400-cell domain
o not differ substantially from the 100-cell domain, as this was
he only factor included in the model for this analysis. Note that,
er the standard ANOVA analysis, the sum of squares, degrees
f freedom (d.f.), and mean square, were utilized to calculate
n F-value for the parameters included in the model. This F-
alue was then used to find the corresponding p-value, which
ndicated the probability that the variance was significantly due
o the factor itself rather than random error. A p-value of less
han 0.1 was taken as significant for this study.

When considered together, as in Table 2, the two factors con-
ributed to a model with significant dependence on the include
ariables, as is shown for the very low p-value of the model
here factors A and B (Models A and B) are included. How-

ver, domain size remained insignificant as an individual factor,
ndicated by the high p-value (0.7488) of this factor (factor A).
y contrast, the composition of the electrode (factor B) was

hown to be a highly significant factor, given its extremely low
-value. This demonstrated that the electronic volume fraction
as a major contributor in TPB formation and was dominating
ver the domain size as a pertinent factor. It was therefore con-
luded that the 100-cell domain size was sufficient for the current
nvestigation and did not artificially limit the effectiveness of
ercolation in the composite electrode of interest.

In order to illustrate this conclusion, the active TPB counts
or the 100-, 400-, and select 1600-cell matrices were normal-
zed to their individual peak values and compared with respect
o electrode composition. As can be seen in Fig. 5, there was
consistent dependence of the TPB counts on electrode com-

osition, but the normalized values for each domain size were
xtremely similar, indicating trends that were not significantly
ependent upon the domain size itself. It should be noted that the
otential TPBs could also have been investigated, but these rely
ess heavily on percolation features, and it is therefore implicit
hat if active TPB counts are independent of domain size, then so
hould potential TPB counts. In addition, the domain size found
o be sufficient in this investigation is in agreement with previ-
us findings [20], although there is currently some contention
ver the validity of this finding noted in previous studies [15].

.1.2. Number of randomized iterations

Many previous investigations have studied similar features

f the randomized fuel cell electrode–electrolyte interface
icrostructure utilizing a small number of randomized seed vari-

bles on the order of 10 or less [16,19,20,22]. Given the size

s delivery boundary condition, denoted 1:1.
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Table 1
Dependence of TPB formation on domain size alone

Source Sum of squares d.f. Mean square F-Value p-Value (prob. > F)

Model (domain size) 0.002 1 0.002 0.010 0.9201 (not significant)
Residual 4.282 28 0.153

Correlation total 4.2848 29

Response 1 TPB count—transform: power; lambda: 0.17; constant: 0.

Table 2
Correlated sensitivity of TPB formation on domain size and electronic volume fraction

Source Sum of squares d.f. Mean square F-Value p-Value (prob. > F)

Models A and B 4.078 15 0.272 18.496 <0.0001 (significant)
A (domain size) 0.002 1 0.002 0.107 0.7488 (not significant)
B (electronic VF) 4.077 14 0.291 19.809 <0.0001 (significant)
Residual 0.206 14 0.015

Correlation total 4.284 29

Response 1 TPB count—transform: power; lambda: 0.17; constant: 0.
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ig. 5. Comparison of normalized active TPB counts for various domain sizes.

f the simulation domains and the number of variables in the
revious studies and the current study, this number of random
eeds is quite low. In order to establish the number of iterations
equired to assess the impacts of material volume fractions on
PB counts, the average and standard deviation of TPB counts
ver a full range of volume fractions were investigated for vary-

ng numbers of simulations. A similar ANOVA analysis on the
esults described above was conducted to determine sensitivity
o the number of iterations. It was found through this analysis
hat the number of iterations, though not a highly significant fac-

d
r
b
d

able 3
irect comparison of variability in TPB results for differing numbers of randomized

lectronic volume fraction (%) Error in average (%)

Number of runs

10 100

0 0.07 0.99
0 1.46 2.44
0 0.21 2.57
0 31.00 13.56
0 15.89 2.02
0 142.72 7.87
0 12.88 153.98
0 100.00 32.92
or, was only marginally so, with a p-value just over 0.1. Thus,
he results were compared directly. As shown in Table 3, the
ercentage error in the average TPB counts was still significant
or certain random mixtures utilizing 1000-point data compared
o the 10,000-point data. For example, at 60% electronic vol-
me fraction, there was still ∼22.5% error between the 1000
nd 10,000 iteration averages, which would conventionally be
egarded as significantly different. However, there was an over-
ll trend for the error to decrease between increasing orders of
agnitude of the number of iterations, indicating improvement
ith increasing numbers of iterations. In addition, the same trend

s present in the standard deviation results, which accounts more
or the iteration-to-iteration variability. Note that the 1000-point
eviation data nearly approaches that of the 10,000-point data,
ith significant error between the 1000 and 10,000 iteration

ases only present at 60 and 70% electronic volume fraction.
owever, it is clear from the results of Table 3 that neither 10
or 100 random iterations adequately capture the same degree
f variation as the 10,000 random iterations. Therefore, it was

ecided that although 1000 executions of code could possibly
educe execution time and closely match the results that would
e obtained with 10,000 executions, it would still lead to slightly
ifferent average TPB counts when compared to results for

software iterations, compared to the 10,000-iteration case

Error in S.D. (%)

Number of runs

1000 10 100 1000

0.18 4.29 6.41 0.39
0.10 40.61 1.29 4.83
0.90 0.15 11.87 2.23
2.43 41.03 10.78 2.02
9.46 8.51 14.35 5.36

10.30 146.84 21.41 6.76
22.47 10.02 77.88 13.69
21.19 100.00 22.42 12.51
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0,000 random iteration cases. Thus, all data points presented in
he current paper represent the average over 10,000 randomized
lectrode structures, with error bars representing one standard
eviation.

It should be noted that this verification process for the phys-
cal domain size and the number of randomized seeds provides
onfidence in the statistical significance of the results presented
n this work. As mentioned, many previous works have used

uch smaller numbers of random iterations, often without dis-
ussion as to the selection process for this value. By verifying
he model execution parameters as they have been above, the
xecution and quality of the data of the current study have been
onfirmed. It should be noted that other studies have been carried
ut on models with higher dimensionality (3D), but the choice of
2D model with increased numbers of iterations and an appro-
riately sized simulation domain have imparted the ability to
ather highly accurate statistics, with a reasonable execution
ime for the simulation software.

.1.3. Relationship between real and potential TPBs
The same preliminary investigation that revealed the indepen-

ence of active TPB formation on domain size at the 100-cell
evel and the need for a large number of randomized seeds
rovided useful insights into the formation of active and poten-
ial TPBs. Fig. 6 shows the trends in active and potential TPB
ounts with respect to electronic volume fraction (note that ionic
olume fraction is equal to 70% minus the electronic volume
raction at any given point). As mentioned above, these results
re produced by 100-cell, 10,000 random iteration simulations.
t is immediately apparent that potential TPB counts peak at a
0/50 mixture of ionic and electronic conductor as expected, not
equiring any special consideration of percolation or path for-
ation. Thus, the most interfaces between these particles, at a

onstant gas volume fraction of 30%, are formed when the elec-
rode is composed of just as many electronic conductor particles
s ionic conductor particles. However, this is clearly not the case
or active TPB counts. For the particular, uniform 1:1 boundary

ondition, the optimal number of active TPBs is actually formed
hen there are no electronically conducting particles in the elec-

rode, thereby requiring that all TPBs are formed directly on the
urrent collector.

ig. 6. Dependence of potential and active TPB counts on electronic conductor
olume fraction (without sorbate transport).
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It should be noted that even at their peaks, the number of
ctive and potential TPB counts are quite low. With the 10 × 10
ell geometry used in this study, the total number of corners
here a TPB could form was 121. Only slightly more than one-

hird of these locations become potential TPBs at the optimal
oint, and the highest count of active TPBs is less than one-tenth
f the number of available locations. These results are at odds
ith a recent study by Schneider et al. [19], which found that, in

hree dimensions, the number of TPBs in a randomized electrode
as a constant around 1.3 times the total number of solid par-

icles in the simulation domain. Schneider et al. found that this
ehavior is independent of the volume fraction of ionic or elec-
ronic conductor, which seems to be counterintuitive to the idea
f percolating phases to form a TPB. The Schneider study also
howed that the ratio of active to potential TPBs was a constant
round 80%, which is a level that is only in the current study
esults for the case when the electrode is entirely constructed of
n ionic conductor (see Fig. 6). The fact that results match when
ach case considers only two percolating phases suggests that
he differences are not due to model dimensionality (2D versus
D).

The differences between the current study and previous lit-
rature results can be explained by a set of considerations
oncerning the formulation of the model. Possibly of primary
mportance, the Schneider study, as well as many others, was
arried out in three dimensions, whereas the current study was
nly carried out in two. This difference can significantly alter
he effectiveness of percolation. In single-phase percolation, the
ercolation limit (concentration at which a randomly percolating
etwork is guaranteed to span a geometry) for a two-dimensional
quare lattice with site percolation (characterized by placement
f connected particles or sites, rather than bonds, as in this and
ther studies) is ∼59%. For three-dimensional studies on sim-
le cubic geometries, it is ∼31%. Thus, in three dimensions,
ercolation of a single phase is more readily achievable than
n two dimensions. Similar results are observed in multi-phase
ercolation [23]. Note that percolation limits are defined for an
nfinite domain size, so their realization within finite domains
s constrained by the finite nature of the domain. In addition,

ulti-phase percolation is not well-understood, and there are
xceedingly few cases in which percolation limits have been
ound, and the study of three phases percolating at once is par-
icularly limited. Although the inability to find these percolation
imits does not imply that they do not exist, it can be surmised
hat, given the limited effect of single-phase percolation limits on
nite domains, the effect of multi-phase percolation limits will
e even smaller in these finite domains. Thus, although there
ill be a difference in the percolation characteristics between

wo- and three-dimensional domains, it is expected to be small.
However, even more fundamental to the percolation physics

s the consideration of the gas phase percolation, which is only
ncluded in the current work. Increasing the number of percolat-
ng phases necessarily causes percolation to be more difficult,

hereby shifting the percolation limit for each phase. Thus, the
ercolation limits for the two models are expected to differ
rimarily because of the increased number of phases that are
equired to percolate. The effect of the differing percolation
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equirements can be expected to have at least as large of an
ffect on the percolation limits as the dimensionality. The dis-
greement with the results of Schneieder et al. is an indication
f the importance of percolating the gas phase, as considered in
his study. The effect of gas phase percolation on TPB formation
s more completely characterized and verified below.

In addition, logical consideration of the problem when includ-
ng the gas phase percolation can reveal the source of the
isagreement in the models and hints at interactions between
hases. The ratio of real to potential TPBs can be considered
o be an index of the effectiveness of overall percolation of the
hases (as opposed to individual percolation characteristics). In
wo-phase systems, as the effectiveness of percolation of one
hase decreases (due to a lower volume fraction of this phase),
n increase in the percolation effectiveness of the other phase
an be expected, with an equal magnitude. Thus, constant over-
ll percolation effectiveness can be expected. However, in the
hree-phase percolation considered in the current work, the third
hase, which is held at a constant volume fraction, can alter the
ffectiveness of percolation of each of the other phases. If the
hird phase is positioned within the structure such that it equally
ffects the two phases, then the same result is expected for the
wo phases; a constant percolation effectiveness should result,
ut the effectiveness would be lower than in the two-phase case.
owever, if the third phase affects one of the two remaining per-

olating phases more than the other, but still negatively affects
oth phases (it is impossible for it to have a positive effect on
ercolation of the other phases), then the overall percolation
ffectiveness would not be constant, because increased inclusion
f the less-hindered phase will continually increase the over-
ll percolation effectiveness to a larger degree than increased
nclusion of the more-hindered phase, which must counteract
he effect of the third phase.

It can also be seen that, for this boundary condition, there is
o local maximum in active TPB counts aside from the point
ith no electronic conductor, but there is a local minimum. The
inimum is slight, but is most evident in the active/potential
PB curve, which has a positive inflection around 60% elec-

ronic volume fraction, where active TPBs begin to increase
hile potential TPBs fall. This result is not counterintuitive;

ather, it simply indicates that the percolation of phases at high
lectronic phase particle concentrations is slightly more effective
han at middle-range volume fractions. Interestingly, the poten-
ial TPB curve is not exactly symmetrical, as there are slightly
ewer TPBs formed with an all-electronic electrode than an all-
onic structure. The same effect is visible in the active TPBs,
hough to a much greater extent. As seen in the active/potential
urve, this effect immediately indicates a difference in perco-
ation effectiveness between these two extremes in electrode
omposition, an important result investigated below.

.1.4. Role of sorbate transport
Because of the small numbers of TPBs, especially active
PBs, that were predicted by the model as shown in Fig. 6,
he model refinement to account for sorbate transport was devel-
ped. With sorbate transport, the effective probable area for TPB
ormation should be extended for any given random distribution

r
m
o
l

ig. 7. Dependence of potential and active TPB counts on electronic conductor
olume fraction (with sorbate transport).

f particles within the electrode. It can be seen from comparison
f Fig. 6 with Fig. 7 that this obviously occurred for the poten-
ial TPB count, where the peak TPB count with sorbate transport
s almost 1.5 times that for the case without sorbate transport.
owever, the active TPB count is barely affected by the inclu-

ion of sorbate transport physics. Interestingly, though, the active
PB counts for the sorbate transport case (Fig. 7) now show a

ocal maximum between 15 and 20% electronic volume frac-
ion. Although this is still lower than what is intuitively expected
rom a perspective of cell performance, its source relates well
o percolation considerations, discussed below.

In order to determine the range of electronic volume fractions
ver which the sorbate transport feature caused a significant
hange, ANOVA analysis was carried out on the data sets with
nd without sorbate transport for different domains of the elec-
ronic phase volume fractions. It was found that the resultant
-value indicated sorbate transport was not significant only for
imulations that contained less than 35% electronic phase vol-
me fraction. Thus, for all volume fractions at or above 35%
lectronic conductor phase, the inclusion of sorbate transport
hysics significantly increases the average number of active
PBs. The ANOVA results at the 35% volume fraction cutoff
re presented in Table 4, with the p-value of 0.0251 indicating
he statistical significance of the result.

.1.5. Dependence of TPB formation on depth in electrode
The dependence of active/potential TPB counts on electronic

olume fraction, together with the composition of the electrode
t peak active TPB counts, suggests a correlation between loca-
ion in the electrode and likelihood of forming an active TPB.
he composition of the electrode, and consideration of how well
hases might percolate at this composition (as indicated by the
ctive/potential curve), indicates that percolation was of par-
icular importance and may not have been equivalent between
hases. This would then lead to a location dependence of active
PB formation as less effective percolation of a phase would
equire TPBs to be formed closer to that phase’s bulk. To deter-
ine whether or not there is a correlation between the location

f a particular particle within the electrode structure and the like-
ihood of forming a TPB at that particle depth, the location in
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Table 4
ANOVA analysis results for the sensitivity of model predictions to sorbate transport

Source Sum of squares d.f. Mean square F-Value p-Value (prob. > F)

Model (sorbate transport) 0.763 1 0.763 6.284 0.0251 (significant)
Residual 1.701 14 0.121
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orrelation total 2.464 15

esponse 1 TPB count—transform: base log10; constant: 0.

he electrode structure of all active TPBs from an equivalent set
f simulations was tracked. The location was stored simply as
he depth at which the TPB existed within the electrode, defined
n a cell edge basis as mentioned previously. It was found that
here was a correlation between TPB count and position in the
lectrode with higher TPB counts occurring near the air/current
ollector boundary. This correlation is expected due to the pres-
nce of two phases at this boundary, compared to the single
onic phase at the opposite boundary. This correlation is also
ependent upon the overall electrode composition.

In addition, because the inclusion of sorbate transport physics
ffects TPB formation, some correlation between this feature
nd the most likely position of TPBs in the electrode was desir-
ble. Since this effect is intimately connected to the availability
f gas phase, it is beneficial to first study the effect of sorbate
ransport for a case that is independent of variations in solid
hase mixture fractions. To do this, the likely location of TPBs
n the electrode was first investigated with an MEIC as the only
olid phase in the electrode for both cases with and without sor-
ate transport. Afterwards, the composite electrode was studied
nly with sorbate transport included. The TPB count curves for
he MEIC cases are presented in Fig. 8.

It is immediately apparent that the sorbate transport feature
as a significant effect, as seen by comparing the potential TPB
urves of Fig. 8a and b. In addition, note the very significant
ifferences between the TPB counts associated with an MEIC
lectrode (Fig. 8) and those associated with the composite elec-
rode (Figs. 6 and 7). Although the peak active TPB count is

uch higher in the MEIC case, note that it is still only about
alf of the total available locations in the entire electrode; thus,
ven a single-phase, porous electrode is not completely active
hroughout its entire structure, because of the need to percolate
he gas phase as well. In the MEIC case, not only is the peak at a

uch higher TPB count with sorbate transport, but the composi-
ion of the peak structure is also significantly higher. It can also
e seen that the asymmetry in the potential TPB curves is much
ore pronounced when sorbate transport is included. Interest-

ngly, for the MEIC electrode, the asymmetry is the reverse of
he composite electrode case, indicating a slight preference for
PB formation with a lower porosity. This is due to the fact that
ithout any solid phase in the electrode, no TPBs can be formed,
ut with an all-solid electrode, some TPBs can still be formed
t a gas boundary through the guaranteed adjacency of the solid
hase to the gas-containing boundary. It can also be seen that,

s expected, when an MEIC is considered, percolation is more
ffective, but has a very different character from the composite
lectrode case, with a much more pronounced real TPB peak at
n almost equal mix between gas and solid phase, and no TPBs

t
M
o
l

ig. 8. TPB counts for an all MEIC electrode (a) with and (b) without the physics
f sorbate transport.

orming at all until around 25–30% solid phase volume frac-
ion, which is significantly lower than the percolation limit of

59.3% in site percolation on a square lattice [23].
Many of these trends are explained by the TPB position

esults, shown for the MEIC electrode case with and without
orbate transport in Fig. 9 and for the composite electrode case
ith sorbate transport in Fig. 10. As can be seen from Fig. 9, the

nclusion of sorbate transport tends to increase the TPB count
n all layers for a given solid phase volume fraction. However,
t does not do so uniformly. It should first be noticed that at
he peak TPB condition, 55% MEIC, the TPBs are roughly uni-
ormly distributed throughout the electrode, but as the electrode
s filled with increasing numbers of solid particles, TPBs tend
o aggregate towards the gas/current collector boundary. This
esults from the fact that the limited amount of gas phase in the
lectrode structure causes gas phase percolation to be less effec-

ive, limiting the extent of gas phase paths through the electrode.

oreover, the gas phase particles on this boundary, which could
nly affect layer 1 without sorbate transport, cause the TPBs in
ayer 2 to be almost identical when there is a very high solid phase
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ig. 9. Position of active TPBs in the electrode for various MEIC volume
ractions (a) with and (b) without sorbate transport.

olume fraction. This effect, however, did not extend beyond the
econd layer, as expected given the means of modeling sorbate
ransport physics in this study. However, it should be noticed
hat sorbate transport, even in the MEIC case, only significantly
ffected TPB count for the more extreme MEIC volume frac-
ions, and more for the layers closest to the gas/current collector
oundary.
The relationship is slightly more complex when considering
he composite electrode, where the electronic phase has to per-
olate from the same side as the gas phase. As seen in Fig. 10,
he trend for the position of TPBs changes from all TPBs being

ig. 10. Position of active TPBs in the composite electrode for various electronic
olume fractions with sorbate transport.
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resent on the gas/current collector boundary when there is no
lectronic conductor in the electrode to all TPBs on the elec-
rolyte boundary when there is no ionic conductor. This is as
xpected since these are the only locations where all three phases
ouch in the respective cases, since one phase is missing in the
ulk. It is critical to note, however, that there are between one
nd two orders of magnitude difference in the TPB counts for
hese two cases. This clearly indicates a difference in the effec-
iveness of percolation. Moreover, since one phase is absolutely
on-percolating in each case, it can be seen that the percolation
f the electronic and gas phases down to the electrolyte is less
ffective than the percolation of ionic phase up to the current
ollector. Since the boundary condition at the current collector
s uniform and provides the same opportunity for path initia-
ion to the gas and electronic phases, and the ability to percolate
or any individual phase is equivalent, single-phase percolation
onsiderations cannot explain this phenomenon. The only effect
hat can explain this result is competition between percolation
f the gas and electronic phases to a potential TPB to create an
ctive TPB. Note that, given the random placement of particles,
otential TPBs were expected to show no dependence on elec-
rode depth, and a sample of results revealed this to be true of
he data obtained.

This trend of asymmetry between electronic and ionic phases
s mirrored in the complementary electronic volume fractions of
5 and 55%. The 15% electronic volume fraction case contains
higher concentration of TPBs near the gas/current collector

oundary than the corresponding 55% electronic volume frac-
ion case contains near the electrolyte. In addition, the TPBs in
he 15% case are not present in as many layers as they are in
he 55% case, indicating a difficulty in simultaneously perco-
ating the gas and electronic phases. Moreover, approximately
niform TPB formation occurs at 40% electronic conductor vol-
me fraction, slightly more than an even mixture between ionic
nd electronic phases, indicating that proper percolation requires
lightly more electronic conductor. However, it should be noted
hat proper percolation does not necessarily guarantee optimal
PB formation, as it is actually the 15% electronic conductor
ase that has the highest number of TPBs formed. Thus, it is clear
hat TPB formation is not simply a matter of classical percola-
ion of phases. This can also be seen in the MEIC results; even
hough a uniform TPB count (indicating successful percolation
f all phases through the electrode) is exhibited as low as 25%
EIC concentration, the peak TPB count does not occur until

5% MEIC, which also presents a uniform TPB distribution.
hus, although full percolation is necessary for active TPB for-
ation, it is not sufficient to provide optimal active TPB results,

nd is particularly sub-optimal for the composite electrode case.

.1.6. The effect of boundary conditions on TPB formation
While both boundary conditions affect the computations, the

oundary condition characteristics at the gas/current collector
an particularly limit active TPB formation since it is the ori-

in of any percolating set of both electronic and gas particles.
n the investigations above, this limiting behavior was elimi-
ated by using the idealized boundary condition that has gas
nd electronic conductor present throughout. This structure is
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ig. 11. Effect of gas/current collector boundary conditions on active TPB
ounts.

ot physically possible, though, and analysis of more realistic
tructures is required. In order to achieve this, the model was
un with the gas/current collector boundary conditions shown
n Fig. 3. Fig. 11 presents a comparison of the peak active TPB
ounts for each boundary condition case. Note that peak active
PB count was not always achieved at the same electronic con-
uctor volume fraction, as shown in Fig. 12. Fig. 11 shows, as
xpected, that the active TPB counts significantly depend upon
he gas/current collector boundary conditions. Note that for the
:2 GEE case, data was collected for 20, 30, and 40% porous
tructures, so the high TPB count of the 2:2 GEE case with
0% porosity is not indicative of better performance than the
deal boundary condition, but rather that the decreased poros-
ty allowed for higher active TPB formation, which is itself an
nteresting result.

In order to determine how the boundary condition affects
PB formation, a number of results and metrics were investi-
ated. Fig. 13 compares the results in active TPB counts between
highly unbalanced boundary condition and one where a single
article has been changed towards a more balanced boundary.
t can be seen that when both gas and electronic particles are in
eficit at the current collector (1:9 GE(S) and 1:9 EG(S), respec-
ively), inclusion of one more particle of that type (1:4 GE and

:4 EG, respectively) increases TPB counts. Interestingly, when
orbate transport is included, the case with an electronic parti-
le deficit gains more by inclusion of the deficit particle than
hen gas is in deficit; by contrast, without sorbate transport, the

ig. 12. Electronic volume fraction corresponding to the peak active TPB case
or each of the gas/current collector boundary conditions cases.
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ig. 13. Sensitivity of active TPB counts to an incremental increase in balancing
he gas/current collector boundary condition phase composition.

as particle deficit shows a larger increase with inclusion of the
eficit particle. However, this may be affected by the difference
n peak TPB counts between cases with and without sorbate
ransport in general. In addition, the gas phase particles were
eld to a constant 30% of the overall volume fraction, which was
ot an optimized value, as it was for the electronic phase. Thus,
nclusion of electronic phase in the boundary condition could be
xpected to not have quite as large of an effect as inclusion of the
as phase in the boundary. These results taken together indicate
hat a balance needs to be designed into the current collector gas
elivery boundary. However, the gain that can be obtained by
chieving a more balanced structure can be dependent upon the
hysics of the TPB reactions.

The composition of the gas/current collector boundary (i.e.,
elative amounts of electronic and gas phases in the boundary
ondition) is not the only factor of concern. As noted previously,
ctive TPBs require percolation of both gas and electronic phases
nd can tend to aggregate at the boundaries. At the gas/current
ollector boundary, this requires that a gas particle be present
djacent to an electronically conducting particle. Thus, the struc-
ure of the boundary condition must also have an effect. In order
o qualitatively visualize this, the results of Fig. 11 are rear-
anged in Fig. 14 in order of increased intermixing of the gas and

lectronic conductor phases. There is clearly a monotonic rela-
ionship between peak active TPB counts and the intermixing of
he phases in the gas/current collector boundary condition. The
egree of intermixing is determined by assessing the number of

ig. 14. Dependence of active TPB formation on particle intermixing in
as/current collector boundary condition.
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Table 5
Sensitivity of active TPB count to the number of gas–electronic conductor interfaces and distance between interfaces in the gas/current collector boundary condition

Source Sum of squares d.f. Mean square F-Value p-Value (prob. > F)

Response 1 peak TPB count (with sorbate transport)
Models A and B 50.734 2 25.367 14.463 0.0022 (significant)
A (gas–electronic interfaces on boundary) 0.966 1 0.966 0.551 0.4793
B (particles between gas–electronic interfaces) 13.860 1 13.860 7.902 0.0228

Response 1 peak TPB count (without sorbate transport)
Models A and B 52.895 2 26.447 80.200 <0.0001 (significant)
A (gas–electronic interfaces on boundary) 7.105
B (particles between gas–electronic interfaces) 5.020

Fig. 15. Response surface relating TPB count to characteristics describing
degree of intermixing in the gas/current collector boundary for the case with
sorbate transport.

Fig. 16. Response surface relating TPB count to characteristics describing
degree of intermixing in the gas/current collector boundary for the case without
sorbate transport.
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1 5.020 15.223 0.0045

as–electronic interfaces in the current collector and the spacing
etween these interfaces. High intermixing is characterized by
igh numbers of interfaces and smaller average spacing between
nterfaces. ANOVA analysis performed on these factors reveals
hat both of them are significant, as shown in Table 5. Further-

ore, the results of Figs. 15 and 16 also show that both factors
ause a nearly monotonic increase in the peak number of active
PBs with increased intermixing, both with and without sorbate

ransport. Thus, from the perspective of increasing active TPB
ount, the optimal structure of the gas/current collector design
ould introduce high intermixing of phases, which can be char-

cterized and controlled by the independent factors considered
n Table 5 and Figs. 15 and 16. However, this must be balanced
ith cost of manufacturing and gas flow restrictions, which both
ay be reduced with smaller numbers of gas channels (i.e., low

ntermixing in the gas/current collector boundary condition).

. Summary and conclusions

A Monte Carlo model has been developed and utilized to
dentify and characterize the factors that control TPB formation
n an SOFC electrode. The nature of SOFC electrode design can
e analyzed by classical percolation theory, but the process of
reating potential and active triple phase boundaries is not fully
haracterized by percolation physics alone. The requirement for
1) multiple phases to percolate to an intermediate point rather
han across the domain to both edges, along with (2) the com-
etition between the gas and electronically conducting phase
ercolation from the same boundary, and (3) the need to produce
ontinuous paths from TPBs to the bulk gas, electronic and ionic
hases to make each active each contributed independently to the
nique physics apparent in the SOFC electrode. These require-
ents for percolating all three phases through the electrode,

nd the development of competition between phases are aspects
hat have not previously been characterized in the literature,
et have been shown in this investigation to have a significant
mpact. This study presents statistically significant results that
horoughly investigate active TPB formation that form the basis
or future investigation of other pertinent physics such as those
hat govern overall contributions to current from the TPBs that

re identified by the current model. This work therefore presents
n important first step towards the understanding of full electrode
erformance characterization as governed by all requirements
or three phase percolation to electrode–electrolyte interfaces.
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The model was also used to show that physical processes
n the fuel cell, such as sorbate transport, significantly alter
he effectiveness of active TPB formation in a composite elec-
rode. Sorbate transport always improves the formation of TPBs,
egardless of electrode composition or gas/current collector
oundary conditions. However, the improvement is not uniform
cross all cases, depending largely upon the amount of gas phase
lready present at the gas/current collector boundary. It also does
ot necessarily improve the percolation characteristics overall
ecause active TPB formation in a fuel cell composite electrode
s dominated by the characteristics of continuous percolation of

ultiple (3) phases to each TPB.
In addition, the model shows that gas/current collector bound-

ry conditions significantly affect percolation. Structures that
easonably approximate practical interconnect (bipolar plate)
esigns reveal a need for proper design of gas channels and
lectronically conducting solid material in order to achieve high
ctive TPB counts. This result is most closely tied to the need to
ercolate two phases from this boundary, which compete with
ach other in order to form continuously percolating pathways.
oundary conditions with significant phase disparity are shown

o reduce TPB counts by up to an order of magnitude.
TPB formation in an SOFC composite electrode is most effec-

ive when the electronic volume fraction is quite low, usually
5% or less, and when the gas/current collector boundary con-
ains highly intermixed gas and electronic conductor phases (i.e.,
preference for narrower channels and contacts). Gas phase per-
olation can significantly alter the TPB formation, a factor that
as not been thoroughly investigated in previous studies. Sta-
istical analyses have proven the significance of these factors
n determining active TPB counts. This optimum composition,
owever, is based solely on the consideration of the likelihood
f the TPB formation. The choice of composition based on full
erformance characteristics requires the investigation of all per-
inent electrode physics, which will be the subject of future study
tilizing the current model.

In summary, this study presents statistically significant results
rom a Monte Carlo model that has revealed a multitude of
ethods by which features of electrode construction affect the

ormation of active TPBs. These features include: (1) account-
ng for the possibility that gas phase is not uniformly present at
ll locations in the electrode and can form structures just as sig-
ificant as the structures of the solid phases, (2) development of
ercolating paths for the gas phases as well as the solid phases,
3) the enhanced effectiveness of the gas phase with respect to the
olid phases, attributed to the action of sorbate transport, and (4)
he effect of the current collector/gas boundary in minimizing
he competition between gas and electronic phase percolation
hrough the electrode.

While this TPB formation behavior has been characterized
erein, previous investigations [15,19] suggest that optimal fuel
ell performance characteristics (such as electrode conductiv-

ty) may not occur for conditions of maximum TPB formation.
o this end, the current model has been developed (as men-

ioned previously) with capabilities to calculate the conductance
ssociated with each TPB that will be used in future analyses.
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